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First Josab Kiosk in Ivory Coast

Yquos SAS, Josab West Africa distributor, 
inaugurated the �rst Josab Kiosk in Ivory Coast in 
early October, welcoming a number of West African 
dealers to the site. YQUOS SAS is a French company 
which has exclusive rights of distributing Josab 
products covering 11 French-speaking countries in 
Africa.



Josab participated 
Nordic China Online 
Roadshow Event in 
Xiangyang 

Josab +
Clear Industry

After experiencing the economic slowdown pressure caused by 
the covid-19 lockdown in China's Yangtze River Delta region, Josab 
subsidiary Clear Industry �nally ushered in a late business harvest 
period. On September 19th, the company successfully signed the 
general contract for the food waste treatment project in Dunhua 
City, Jilin Province, with a contract amount of 16.91 million yuan, 
which is equivalent to 2.42 million Euros. The project is in Dunhua 
City, a Korean autonomous Prefecture in the eastern mountainous 
region of Jilin Province, China. The local resident population is 
about 400,000. The project has a daily processing capacity of 
60tons of food waste. This is also the most northerly project that 
Clear Industry has participated in China.
 

A Nordic-China Business Cooperation Event was held in City 
Xiangyang , Hubei Province, China on September 27, 2022. A 
total of six Nordic companies were invited to participate in 
the event for the purpose of business collaborations.

Dr. Wilfrid Balmer, Josab's CTO, introduced Josab's unique 
water solutions and detailed technical features of zero 
chemical addition, low maintenance costs, and high 
e�ciency.

Josab's subsidiary, Suzhou Clear Industry, also participated in 
the event. CEO of Clear Industry Group, Qi Kai, explained how 
to use the black soldier �y to dispose of food leftovers, and 
showed successful cases from Shanghai and Shenzhen. 
Clear Industry's technology will greatly advance the city's 
waste sorting. In view of the diversity and large quantity of 
food waste in the Chinese market, Clear Industry's insect 
degradation technology is more environmentally friendly, 
lower carbon emission and sustainable than traditional waste 
incineration.

More than 50 company representatives participated in the 
event , and over 3,000 people watched the entire roadshow 
through the live broadcast platform.

Exhibition

Clear Industry won the 
bidding of Dunhua 
project

IFAT China 2022 has been delayed once again and 
will be held now on November 15-17th in Shenzhen. 

Clear Industry  
Booth No.D17, Hall 3

* Aquatech China 2022  9 - 11 October 2022 | Shanghai
was delayed until next year due to the Chinese pandemic 
restrictions.



Highlights of the month

FROM NATURE
             TO NATURE

New Qualification

Josab Water Solution AB is an innovative company, and specialized in water puri�cation systems based on own �lter material 
Aqualite™. The company was formed in 1999, and now has �ve wholly-owned subsidiaries: Josab Hungary Kft, Josab International 
Ecological Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd. Josab India Private Ltd, JBCI 2022 Holding AB and JOSINT Financial Services AB. Via JBCI 
2022 Holding AB, Josab also owns 100% in Clear Industry Company Ltd. (Hong Kong).

On October 8th, Jane Jeppsson, CEO of Josab Water Solutions AB, visited Shuifa Haohai Qingdao 
Environment Co., Ltd. She had an in-depth discussion with Hongbin Zhao, general manager of Shuifa Haohai 
Company, about Josab's cooperation with Shandong Shuifa Group in the �eld of drinking water treatment. As 
a subsidiary of Shandong Shuifa Group Holdings, Shuifa Haohai specializes in drinking water treatment 
solutions.
 
Shandong Shuifa Group is one of the three major water groups in China. The group has total assets of 170 
billion yuan, 30,000 employees, and operating income of 77 billion yuan in 2021.The group's development 
focuses on the �elds of “ecology, environmental protection, and people's livelihood". Among its four major 
business areas are water conservation, modern agriculture, environmental protection, and clean energy.  
Shuifa Group has operations throughout China, South Asia, and part of Africa.

Clear Industry Water Treatment 
(Shanghai) Technology Co., Ltd., 
a subsidiary of Josab, recently 
obtained the most important 
"safety production license" 
among the third-level contracting 
quali�cations for  environmental 
protection projects in China. This 
means that Clear Industry can 
independently undertake the 
third-level environmental 
protection general contracting in 
the Chinese market without need 
to seek for cooperative bidding 
partners.


